The detection of faint radio sources (mJy/sub-mJy events) is an open issue in single-dish astronomy. To date, observations of undetected radio sources in single-dish mode often result in a rough upper limit based on the root mean square (RMS) of the image.
(GRBs), flashes of high-energy radiation of cosmological origin. To this aim, we developed a Python code specific for the analysis of point-like radio sources applied to the SRT Cband (6.9 GHz) observations of both undetected sources (GRB afterglows of 181201A and 190114C) and the detected Galactic X-ray binary GRS 1915+105.
Our comparative analysis of the different detection methods made extensive use of simulations as a useful complement to actual radio observations. The best method for the SRT data analysis is the fit with a 2-D Gaussian, as it pushes down the sensitivity limits of singledish observations -with respect to more traditional techniques -to ∼ 1.8 mJy, improving by ∼ 40 % compared with the initial value. This analysis shows that -especially for faint sources -an accurate knowledge of the radio background is essential.
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Introduction
The detection of faint (mJy/sub-mJy) point sources with single-dish radio telescopes require (1) an accurate knowledge of the background (both instrumental and astronomical), (2) good sky opacity conditions to ensure an accurate calibration, and (3) a reliable and well-defined source detection method. Whenever the source is not detected, it is common practice to estimate an upper limit based on the flux density root mean square (RMS) calculated over the image 1 .
With this aim, among several detection methods for the analysis of sources in singledish mode (e.g., [1, 2] ), we examine three methods using the network of radio telescopes of the National Institute for Astrophysics (INAF), which includes the Sardinia Radio Telescope (SRT), the Medicina Radio Astronomical Station, and Noto Radio Observatory 2 . These are 'quick-look' (Method A, a smart but rough approach), 'source extraction' (Method B, typically adopted in X-ray/gamma-ray astronomy), and fitting procedure with a 2-D Gaussian (Method C, a more sophisticated approach accounting for the instrument point spread function).
The science case of study is GRB radio afterglows, a phenomenon associated with very faint sources (with flux densities 1 mJy), and hence, very suitable to our analysis (e.g. [3, 4] ). GRBs are detected through their bright and characteristic gamma-ray prompt emission and more recently, as the counterparts of gravitational waves (GWs; e.g. [5, 6, 7] ). GRB ejecta produce a relativistic blast wave shock as they expand into their ambient environment. This shock accelerates electrons and produces synchrotron radiation, which is visible as long-lasting X-ray to radio "afterglow" emission. Observations of GRB afterglows at radio frequencies provide a wealth of information: (1) constrain the self-absorption frequency of the underlying synchrotron radiation [8] , and thus break parameter degeneracies in conjunction with optical and X-ray observations, (2) track the presence and evolution of reverse shocks in the ejecta and hence derive the ejecta magnetization and initial Lorentz factor [9, 10, 11] , (3) constrain the degree of ejecta collimation and hence the released energy corrected for relativistic beaming [12, 13] , and (4) derive the size of the afterglow using scintillation methods [14, 15] . Overall, they contribute remarkably to our understanding of the hydrodynamics of relativistic outflows.
We analyzed the performance of the three detection methods through dedicated radio followup campaigns of two GRB afterglows (GRB 181201A and GRB 190114C) in C-band (6.9 GHz) with SRT, resulting in upper limits. The information on the position of these sources comes from the detection of afterglow counterparts both at X-ray and optical wavelengths. We make extensive use of simulations of point-like sources, injected in simulated images/fields to quantify our upper limit errors. This paper is organized as follows. We describe our targets in Section 2, our radio observations in Section 3, whereas Section 3.1 explains the imaging data analysis and the calibration procedure in single-dish mode. Following the description of the three detection methods for point-like sources (Sect. 4), in Section 5 we apply them to a simulated case (background and source). These simulations are crucial to analyze the real cases of undetected GRBs, and the faint source GRS 1915+105 (Sect. 6). We present our results in Section 7 and our conclusions in Section 8.
Our targets
We observed the fields of two long GRBs (181201A and 190114C) and the accreting black hole X-ray binary GRS 1915+105 with SRT in C-band (6.9 GHz). Even hours after the burst, the optical afterglows of GRB 181201A and GRB 190114C optical afterglow remained bright (magnitude < 18 in R-filter; e.g. [16] for GRB 181201A and [17] for GRB 190114C).
GRB 181201A was discovered by the INTEGRAL Burst Alert System (IBAS) in IBIS / ISGRI data on 2018 December 1 at 02:38 UT [18] ; it was also detected by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT; [19] ), the X-Ray Telescope (XRT) on Swift [20] and the High-Energy (HE) instrument aboard Insight-HXMT [21] . The afterglow was observed in optical (e.g. [22] ), and mm/radio frequencies [23] , with possible evidence for an associated supernova [24] . It has a redshift of 0.450 [25] . We centred our observations of GRB 181201A on the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) coordinates α = 21 h 17 m 11 s .185 and δ = −12 • 37 51.37 , refined by optical/X-ray observations [26] . GRB 190114C was discovered by the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; [27] ) on the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory [28] on 2019 January 14 at 20:57:03 UT [29] . With a redshift z = 0.4245 [30] , it was also detected by Konus-Wind [31] , the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM; [32] ), the Fermi/LAT ( [33, 34] ), and radio facilities (e.g. ALMA, [11] ; ATCA, [35] ). GRB 190114C is the first GRB detected in the TeV band (≥ 300 GeV) by the twin Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC) telescopes, with observations starting 50 s after the BAT trigger [36, 37, 38] . For our observations of GRB 190114C, we used the VLA coordinates α = 3 h 38 m 01 s .191, δ = −26 • 56 46.73 , refined by optical/Xray observations [15] .
GRS 1915+105 is a highly variable accreting black hole X-ray binary in our Galaxy. In the radio it shows relativistic superluminal jets of flux density ∼ 1 Jy [39, 40] and compact jets with flux density of 20 − 200 mJy [41, 42] . In the framework of the monitoring of GRS 1915+105 with SRT (PI: Egron, proposal 28-18), we performed observations on 22 May 2019 at 6.9 GHz when the source was slightly active. We carried out the data analysis with our software in order to test our methods of detection on a quite weak but clearly detected source with SRT and compare the result of the flux density with another software dedicated to single dish imager observations (SDI, [43] ). 
Observations with SRT
We observed GRB 181201A, GRB 190114C and GRS 1915+105 with SRT 3 (Fig. 1 ), which is part of the INAF radio telescope network; it is the largest among them with a 64-m diameter parabolic reflector. SRT is located in San Basilio (near Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy) and designed to operate in the 0.3 − 100 GHz nominal frequency range with a Gregorian configuration [44] . At present, SRT is equipped with three receivers: a coaxial dual-feed L-P-band (1.3 − 1.8 GHz; 305 − 410 MHz) receiver, a mono-feed C-band receiver (5.7 − 7.7 GHz), and a 7-beam K-band receiver (18 − 26.5 GHz) [45, 46] . An active surface (composed of 1008 panels and 1116 electro-mechanical actuators) implemented on the primary mirror allow us to (1) compensate for gravitational deformations and (2) re-shape the primary mirror from a shaped configuration to a parabolic profile [47, 48, 49, 50] . The targets were observed with SRT at 6.9 GHz (bandwidth = 1200 MHz) between 2018 December 11 and 2019 March 22 under the project 23-18 for GRB 181201A (PI: M. Marongiu) and the ToO request 02-19 for GRB 190114C (PI: M. Marongiu). We observed in "shared-risk mode" through a newgeneration and flexible ROACH2-based backend called sardara (SArdinia Roach2-based Digital Architecture for Radio Astronomy [51] ).
During sardara operations, the total bandwidth of each polarization (LCP and RCP) is divided into 1024 channels. For continuum observations, this allows us to dynamically remove radio frequency interference (RFI) and thus maximize our point-source sensitivity. We performed the mapping of our targets through On-the-Fly (OTF) scans. Within this technique, data are continuously stored while the antenna performs constant-speed orthogonal scans across the sky, alternately producing maps along the Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (Dec) directions. Unlike raster maps (where separated on-source/target and offsource/background pointing are performed), in OTF mapping the target signal is measured together with the background/baseline level (continuously spanning a sky region larger than the target). This allows for a more precise background/baseline subtraction. Observations were carried out through the repetition for ∼ 15 RA/Dec maps of 0.2 • × 0.2 • with 4 arcmin/s scan speed, 4.5 scan/beam, and a sampling time of 20 ms during the observations. The dimensions of the maps were chosen based on the beam size in C-band at the observing frequency ν obs = 6.9 GHz (HPBW = 2.71 ± 0.02 arcmin [49] ) 4 . This configuration allows us to reach an exposure of ∼ 1 minute/beam for a total mapping time of ∼ 6 hours including overheads and slew time, in order to have the chance to detect a counterpart at ∼mJy level or below. This observing strategy provides a direct image of the sources close to the target as well as a better estimate of the flux density. An accurate evaluation of flux density errors is possible thanks to the acquisition of > 10 − 20 samples/beam for each scan passage; this generates a large beam oversampling (with respect to Nyquist sampling), that allows us to efficiently remove outlier measurements ascribed to RFI. The length of the scans is chosen based on the source size; the scandependent baseline (i.e. background emission and system-related signal) must be correctly subtracted, to properly reconstruct the morphology of the observed source and its associated flux density [50] . Ideally, each scan should be free of significant source contribution (and RFI contamination) for 40 − 60 per cent of its length/duration, to properly identify and subtract the baseline component; usually this requirement is satisfied for extragalactic targets (i.e. GRBs), but not trivially satisfied for targets located in crowded regions of the Galactic plane.
Two consecutive scans were separated by an offset of exactly 0.01 • , which implies that -assuming a beam size of 2.7 arcmin in C-band -(1) 4.5 passages were carried out per beam on average, and (2) ∼ 17 samples beam −1 scan −1 were taken. The total duration of an observation (defined as a complete map along both RA and Dec directions) at 6.9 GHz was about 6 h. Stable weather conditions (possibly a clear sky) result in the production of high-quality maps; in only two epochs (2019 January 17 and 2019 March 5) weather conditions were excellent during the observation (Table 1) , while in the other epochs high cloud coverage and rainy conditions provided poor and variable opacity.
The spectral flux density of the target was reconstructed by performing a set of OTF cross-scans on standard point-like calibrators at the relevant frequencies (3C286, 3C295, 3C123, 3C48, 3C147 and NGC7027) before and after each target map, assuming calibrator fluxes as obtained by [52] , using the VLA data [53] .
Imaging data analysis and calibration
The imaging procedure is performed through SRT Single-Dish Imager (SDI), a tool optimized for OTF scan mapping; SDI performs automated baseline subtraction, RFI rejection and calibration, generating standard SAOImage DS9 5 output FITS images suitable for further analysis [53, 50] .
The conversion factor Jy/counts (K conv ) for the calibration is defined as the ratio between the peak flux density S cal (at that specific observing frequency) and the maximum value of the observed instrumental counts in the calibrator image C max . This factor is roughly independent of the elevation since C-band SRT gain curve is approximately flat (within a few percent) thanks to optimized settings of the active surface (shaped mode) [49, 53, 44, 50] . We considered calibrators and target observations in the elevation range ∼ 30-80 • since the antenna beam has proved to be very stable in that interval. A Gaussian shape provides a very good fit to OTF scans on calibrators, thus we assumed a beam solid angle for image calibration (in units of steradians) as [50] :
where HPBW is in units of arcmin. Calibrated data were binned through ARC-tangent projection using pixel sizes ∼ 1/4 of the HPBW, corresponding to the effective resolution of the images [50] , and the FITS images were produced in units of Jy/beam and Jy/sr. The statistical errors on flux density measurements are calculated through the flux density standard deviation for each pixel; moreover, the integrated statistical flux errors (typically < 0.5%) are well below the systematic errors, estimated to be 3% [50] .
Detection methods for point sources
Our study tackles the question "How is optimally detected a weak source surrounded by other sources and affected by background?" To answer it, we need a robust, reliable and sensitive detection method.
We analyze three detection methods according to sensitivity and robustness: 'quicklook' (Method A, Sect. 4.1), 'source extraction' (Method B, Sect. 4.2), and fitting procedure with a 2-dimensional Gaussian (Method C, Sect. 4.3). These methods are applicable to radio detection, such as the case of highly variable sources, which can have a very weak radio flux density during periods of quiescent states, and/or in a crowded regions of the sky. This is the case for instance of the microquasar GRS 1915+105. Regarding undetected (or very faint) sources, in the radio domain the upper limit for the flux density is usually estimated as twice the minimum RMS of a region in the image not significantly affected by other sources (RMS min ). Such upper limits can be overestimated if the target is surrounded by other sources (crowded field), and in any case it does not represent the actual sensitivity at the source position.
For this analysis we developed a specific Python code, where the input is the calibrated (in units of flux density/beam) FITS image (suited for INAF network) produced by SDI, and the output consists of the flux density A m and its uncertainty ∆A m . This code will be directly implemented in the SDI package soon. We define the significance as the signal-to-noise ratio S = A m /∆A m , using each technique (in turn characterized by different uncertainties). Table 2 reports the upper limits obtained with each method. It is worth noting that our analysis does not consider the systematic errors of the antenna, as they are negligible compared with the statistical ones for very weak sources (Sect. 3.1).
Method A -Quick-look detection method
Method A consists of an estimation of the flux density of the target S source , corresponding to the pixel of the source position (peak flux of the point-like target taken in Jy/beam units); the uncertainty is defined as RMS min , the minimum RMS of a fixed region (a rectangle of size 1.5 beam for this work) in the image. In case the source is not detected, this is a suitable method to get a rough upper limit; we assume 2 × RMS min as upper limit.
Method B -Source extraction method
Method B is typical of X-/gamma-ray and optical imaging. At the beginning, the procedure extracts the total flux in two regions:
1. the region -centered on the source-with a radius of n HPBW, depending on the maximum S /N ratio in the range 1.5 -5 HPBW (T s,sum ); the n value depends on the source and local background flux densities. 2. a background area taken from an image region free of sources (T b,sum ).
After normalizing T s,sum and T b,sum with respect to the same extraction area, the contribution of residual background from the image is calculated through the difference D = T s,sum − T b,sum . The flux density of our target (in units of Jy) is calculated as S = D× K conv × P, where K conv is the calibration factor (Sect. 3.1) and P = Ω pix /Ω beam (where Ω pix is the solid angle of a single pixel of the image). The uncertainty on S is calculated as ∆S = ∆T s,sum + ∆T b,sum ; the uncertainties ∆T correspond to N pix ×RMS min , where N pix is the total number of pixels of the extraction region.
Method C -2-Dimensional Gaussian fitting
In Method C we fit the image using a 2-D Gaussian on a flat background, defined as:
where N 0 is the residual background, A is the amplitude and u is the ellipse equation, dependent on the position (x 0 , y 0 ), the semimajor and semiminor axes (a, b) and the position angle θ 6 . Table 2 Flux densities for our three sources using methods A, B and C (fixed position and position criterion) with SRT in C-band. In case of non-detection (numbers in bold font), we injected a fake sources in the image, and the target is detected at 3σ-level; therefore we assumed the upper limit as 2σ-level of the 3σ-level detection. Our Python code adopts a non-linear least squares method through the Python package curvefit. The parameter uncertainties are described by the square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.
Setting up of the code: simulations of point-like sources
To test the robustness of our fitting procedure, we inject a fake point-like source in image convolved with a 2-D Gaussian (Eq. 2) with fixed HPBW (a = b = 2.7 arcmin, corresponding to the SRT C-band beam). We then create a sample of images, each of which composed of one fake point-like source with increasing Gaussian peak A in order to understand when the target becomes distinguishable from the background. In this way we tested the robustness of our fitting procedure by injecting fake point sources (one per image per trial) of varying amplitudes. We implemented two kinds of simulations: (1) full simulation of the source and the background (Sect. 5.1), and (2) simulation of the source in a real background/image (Sect. 6.1). Finally, for each image of this sample we apply these detection methods, comparing them in terms of sensitivity and robustness. For Method C, we assume A m as free parameter, and we apply two combinations to localize the target in the image during the fitting procedure: (1) we fix the target position parameters (x 0,m , y 0,m ) to their true values, which are known in the simulation (fixed position case), and (2) we assume x 0,m and y 0,m as free parameters (free position case). Regarding the free position case, we assume two additional detection criteria: (1) the positional uncertainty ∆x and ∆y (obtained by fitting procedure) must be 10% of the actual source position, and (2) x 0,m and y 0,m must to be inside the 4% region of the true position. If these conditions are not satisfied, we consider it a non-detection.
We assume that -for each detection method -the source is detected at 3σ-level, whereas upper limits are reported at 2σ-level.
Full simulation
This procedure, consisting in the simulation both of the background and the source, is crucial to set up our Python code for the analysis. We simulated an image of 46 × 46 pixels, corresponding to 27.6 arcmin (the pixel size is 36 arcsec), with a fake source at x 0 = y 0 = 23 with A increasing from 0.1 mJy with step 0.1 mJy; we assume five cases of the background N 0 (10 −3 , 1, 2, 5 and 10 mJy). The results shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 , 5, suggest that the Method C provides an excellent accordance with the original flux density injected in the 2D-Gaussian fake source, implying a good significance S; on the other hand, method A shows high uncertainties and we recommended it only for a rapid and preliminary estimation of the flux density and/or when the instrument beam is poorly known. According to the best case (Method C), in the fixed position case the 3σ-level detection is reached for flux densities ranging between 2 mJy (N 0 = 1 mJy, Fig. 2 ) and 15 mJy (N 0 = 10 mJy, Fig. 5 ); in the free position case, this detection ranges between 2.3 mJy (N 0 = 1 mJy, Fig. 2 ) and 20.8 mJy (N 0 = 10 mJy, Fig. 5) ; moreover, the ideal case N 0 = 10 −3 ∼ 0 mJy corresponds to a source 3σ-level detection at the limiting sensitivity of 0.1 mJy.
For Method B, simulations suggest an optimal extraction region (providing the maximum S /N ratio) of ∼ 2 HPBW; this corresponds to 93.75% of the Gaussian beam solid angle, and hence for real observations we apply a corrective factor of 1.07 to the flux densities obtained with this method. 
Detection methods applied to real observations
The analysis of these detection methods in the case of real radio observations shows very interesting aspects about the imaging of faint sources and the upper limit estimation in case of undetected targets. Fig. 1 (bottom) shows the image of the detected source GRS 1915+105; our detection methods produce similar values of flux densities ( Table 2 ). In particular, Method C is able to detect a single source in the field also in free position case, despite the region being characterized by variable background and strong RFI. The analysis on this source ( Table 2) shows that Method C provides an uncertainty on the flux density measurement of ∼ 5% (∼ 7% for Method B, and ∼ 9% for Method A), suggesting that this method is the most accurate and robust for flux densities measurements.
The image of GRB 190114C in Fig. 1 is the prototype of a field characterized by an undetected source; we discuss this part in the following Section. Table 2 shows in detail the results of our Python code for real observations.
Real images of non-detected sources
In single-dish mode, often faint radio sources could be non-detectable. In this context we wonder "What is the minimum significance level needed for source detection?". To answer this question, we need to inject fake sources in the real radio image (Eq. 2) in order to understand when the target becomes distinguishable from the background. These fake sources are located in the position detected by other facilities (from radio to high-energy frequencies); we simulated increasing values of A from 0.1 mJy to the maximum value of flux density in each image, with step 0.1 mJy. A detection of the fake injected source at 2σ-level sets the precise upper limit in the real image at the actual source position.
The first epoch at 2018 December 11 shows RMS min ∼ 1.9 mJy (Table 3) , resulting in a standard upper limit estimation of 3.8 mJy (2σ-level). The injection of fake source in this field shows that the 2σ-level upper limit of the source is ∼ 3.9 mJy for Method A, ∼ 2.2 mJy for Method B and ∼ 7.4 mJy for Method C (Fig. 6) . The additional criterion for the free position case (with a fake source) of Method C shows a detection at ∼ 4.6 mJy where, for the Method C, the significance S is ∼ 5 (∼ 5 for Method A, and ∼ 7 for method B). This is the only case where Method C is characterized by 2σ-level upper limit higher than Method A and B estimations: this high value originates probably by an inaccurate baseline subtraction.
The second epoch at 2019 January 17 shows a very low RMS min (∼ 1.5 mJy, Table 3 ), caused probably by the optimal weather conditions at that epoch, resulting in an high image quality. As we can see in Fig. 7 , we confirm the results for the full simulation procedure: the most accurate method is the method C, and the worst method is the method A (Fig. 7) . The injection of fake source in this field suggests a 2σ-level upper limit at ∼ 3.4 mJy for Method A, ∼ 2.5 mJy for Method B and ∼ 1.8 mJy for Method C (Fig. 7) ; the additional criterion for the free position case for Method C shows a detection at ∼ 2.7 mJy, where the significance S is ∼ 4 (∼ 2.5 for both Method A and B; Fig. 7) .
The third epoch at 2019 January 23 (Fig. 8) is characterized by RMS min ∼ 2.7 mJy; Table 3 ), resulting in a standard upper limit estimation of 5.4 mJy (2σ-level). The analysis on this epoch seems to confirm the results for the full simulation procedure. The most accurate method is the method C, and the worst method is the method A (Fig. 8) ; moreover, methods A overestimates the flux densities, whereas method B underestimates these flux densities Fig. 2 for a full description of the symbols and plots. (Fig. 8) . The injection of fake source in this field shows suggests a 2σ-level upper limit at ∼ 6.5 mJy for Method A, ∼ 5.1 mJy for Method B and ∼ 3.0 mJy for Method C (Fig. 8) ; the additional criterion for the free position case for Method C shows a detection at ∼ 6.5 mJy, where the significance S is ∼ 4 (∼ 2 for Method A and ∼ 2.5 for Method B ; Fig. 8 ).
The fourth epoch at 2019 January 30 shows RMS min ∼ 3.3 mJy (Table 3 ). As we can see in Fig. 9 , the most accurate method is the method C, and the worst method is the method A. The injection of fake source in this field suggests a 2σ upper limit at ∼ 11 mJy for Method A, ∼ 8.5 mJy for Method B and ∼ 7.5 mJy for Method C (Fig. 9) ; the additional criterion for Method C (free position case with a fake source) shows a detection at ∼ 7.6 mJy, where the significance S is ∼ 3 (∼ 2 and ∼ 1.5 for Method B and A, respectively; Fig. 9 ).
The fifth epoch at 2019 March 5 shows the lowest value of RMS min in our analysis (∼ 1.3 mJy, Table 3 ). The analysis, as in the previous cases, confirms the results for the full simulation procedure (Sect. 5.1), where the most accurate method is the method C, and the worst method is the method A (Fig. 10 ). The injection of fake source in this field suggests a 2σ-level upper limit at ∼ 5.2 mJy for Method A, ∼ 2.4 mJy for Method B and ∼ 2.5 mJy for Method C (Fig. 10) ; the additional criterion for the free position case for Method C shows a detection at ∼ 3.5 mJy, where the significance S is ∼ 4 (∼ 3 and ∼ 1 for Method B and A, respectively; Fig. 10 ). This epoch shows the power of the Method C in terms of accuracy and robustness: at the same conditions we are able to detect a source where Method A fails (Fig. 10, bottom right) .
On the other hand, the last epoch at 2019 March 22 is the worst image in our followup campaign, characterized by a very bad weather at SRT site (rain and wind) and RMS min ∼ 9.6 mJy ( Table 3 ). The injection of fake source in this field suggests a 2σ-level upper limit at ∼ 36.4 mJy for Method A, ∼ 25.9 mJy for Method B and ∼ 18.2 mJy for Method C ( Fig. 11) . The additional criterion for the free position case for Method C shows a detection at ∼ 24 mJy, where the significance S is ∼ 4 (∼ 2 for Method A and B; Fig. 11 ).
Discussion
Radio observations of real fields are intrinsically characterized by several features (such as the background, systematic errors of the radio devices or weather conditions) which directly impact on the detection and flux estimation of -especially faint -sources. The analysis of real images obtained with SDI confirms the results of the full simulation procedure (Sect. 5.1), showing that -especially for faint sources (mJy or sub-mJy events) -a refined knowledge of the baseline (such as the background, other sources, RFI, weather, and the systematic errors of the antenna) is crucial. These images show that Method C is the most accurate, whereas the least accurate one is Method A, which either under-or overestimates flux densities, possibly due to the approximation of the 2D-Gaussian peak with respect to the corresponding pixel peak.
Method B tends to underestimate flux densities, possibly due to inaccurate baseline subtraction in SDI package, considering that this method does not consider RFI or other sources near the target. The baseline subtraction in SDI package is crucial especially for faint sources. In this respect, Method C is also particularly sensitive to the baseline subtraction.
In Section 6.1 we estimated 2σ upper limits and set strong positional constraints, emphasizing how the knowledge of background is essential. These limits strongly depend on the weather conditions (e.g. rain, humidity, and cloud cover), especially for observations of very faint sources, as is our case. From the analysis of real images, we do not detect the afterglows of either 181201A or 190114C in any images at S 5. Our upper limits lie above the VLA and ATCA flux densities [23, 35] and East Asia VLBI upper limits [54] obtained almost at the same epoch. In particular, our upper limit of 17 January 2019 for 190114C (1.8 mJy), estimated with Method C in fixed position case (Table 2) , lies just above the interpolated ATCA flux density (∼ 1.6 mJy) calculated in C-band (6.9 GHz) at the time of SRT observation (2.9 d after the GRB trigger). This value is affected by scintillation for about 35% of the observed flux density [35] , and hence -even more so -is compatible with our upper limit.
In the literature there is an upper limit (0.6 mJy at 3σ) with SRT in C-band for an old GRB afterglow (GRB 151027A, [55] ), significantly lower than our values. It is not straightforward to compare results obtained under very different observing conditions, so the discrepancy should not necessarily be alarming. In particular, [55] did not carry out a mapping, but limited their observations to cross-scans centered on source, following an approach designed for blazar observations [1] . While such a technique benefits from a higher efficiency (through a larger fraction of time spent on-source), it is on the other hand more limited in the presence of a complex background. Mapping thus represents a more reliable and general approach, particularly in the Galactic plane and/or at high frequency.
The success of the observations of faint sources (or the quality of the image) for SRT is described by the limiting sensitivity of a radio astronomical receiver, calculated with the radiometer equation S = φ∆t −1/2 , where S = RMS min (in units of mJy) and ∆t is the total observing time of the source (in units of hours). Therefore we calculate the parameter φ = S ∆t 1/2 (in units of mJy h 1/2 ) that provides a rough estimation of all the contamination factors of the image, such as the background, other sources beyond our target, RFI phenomenon, Table 3 ).
Conclusions
We analyzed three detection methods having different degrees of sensitivity and robustness ('quick-look' or Method A, 'source extraction' or Method B, fitting procedure with a 2-D Gaussian or Method C). Their performances were assessed in the case of weak sources in single-dish mode through the INAF network of radio telescopes. To this aim, we developed a specific Python code, where the input data are the calibrated (in units of flux density/beam) FITS images (suited for INAF network) produced by SDI, and the output consists in flux densities of the target and corresponding uncertainties. This new approach for the SRT data analysis enhances the capabilities of this radio telescope, especially optimizing the detection of faint sources, as for GRB afterglows or GW radio counterparts. We observed two GRB afterglows (181201A and 190114C) and the Galactic binary GRS 1915+105 with SRT in C-band (6.9 GHz).
Our comparative analysis of the different detection methods made extensive use of simulations as a useful complement of actual radio observations. In the regime of faint/undetected sources, simulations of injected point-like sources are used for the assessment; in particular, the estimated flux densities (or upper limits in case of undetected sources) strongly depend on the weather conditions (e.g. rain, humidity, and cloud cover). Simulations of both background and source are essential to characterize the detection of point-like sources in images/fields, and as such they were used to calibrate our software for the analysis of real targets. This analysis shows that the Method C provides an excellent agreement between fitted and real injected flux density. Source detection at 3σ confidence (for N 0 1 mJy) is feasible for flux densities 2 mJy; on the other hand, Method A shows high uncertainties and we recommended it only for a rapid and preliminary estimation of the flux density and/or when the instrument beam is poorly known.
These results are further corroborated by the analysis of real radio observations. For GRS 1915+105, Method C (in free position case) is able to detect it, although the region is characterized by a variable background. Images with undetected sources offer the possibility to study the conditions required for a detection through the injection of a fake source in the real radio image, located at the position previously found by other facilities. Our results show that -especially for faint sources (mJy or sub-mJy events) -a deep knowledge of the radio background is crucial for accurate flux density measures. These images show that Method C pushes down the sensitivity limits of this radio telescope -with respect to more traditional techniques -to ∼ 1.8 mJy, improving by ∼ 40% compared with the initial value.
The image quality for faint sources is described by φ, that provides a rough estimation of all the contamination factors affecting the image; our campaigns show that the range φ ≤ 3.5 mJy h 1/2 corresponds to a high-quality image, 3.5 ≤ φ/(mJy h 1/2 ) ≤ 8 corresponds to a medium-quality image, whereas φ > 8 mJy h 1/2 characterizes a low-quality image.
The code developed for this analysis -directly implemented in the SDI package in the near future -will be further improved adopting a Bayesian approach in the fitting procedure that incorporates the likelihood analysis for crowded images. In the multi-messenger era, it can be employed to analyze (1) not only faint sources such as the radio counterparts of GRBs or GWs, but also other sources such as solar flares 7 , and (2) images obtained through interferometric radio telescopes, such as the Very Large Baseline Array (VLBA 8 ), the European Very Large Baseline Interferometry Network (EVN 9 , of which SRT is part), LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR, [56] ) or the next generation Square Kilometer Array facility (SKA, [57] ). L. Nicastro: https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8534-6788
